Introduction
[2] The Atlantic Thermohaline Circulation (THC) is responsible for much of the oceanic northward transport of heat and thus plays a key role in maintaining the mean climate of Earth [Piexoto and Oort, 1992; Trenberth and Caron, 2001] . The problem of anthropogenically forced change in the THC has been studied extensively [Manabe and Stouffer, 1988; Cubash and Meehl, 2001] , however indirect observations [Dickson et al., 1996; Bacon, 1998; Marsh, 2000; Delworth and Mann, 2000] and model simulations [Delworth and Mann, 2000; Dong and Sutton, 2001; Timmermann et al., 1998 ] indicate that there are natural, internally generated, fluctuations of the strength of the THC and the associated meridional heat transport that occur on timescales of decades and longer. The purpose of this study is to examine the potential predictability of such decadal variations in the THC and to examine the extent to which such predictability may lead to predictable variations in climate that may be relevant to society.
[3] The lack of a comprehensive observational view of THC variations means we must turn to numerical climate models in order to make progress. Figure 1 shows the simulated relationship between decadal variations in the strength of the meridional overturning circulation (MOCsee section 3 for a definition and Vellinga and Wu [2003] , for a more in-depth discussion of the model THC) on the climate of the North Atlantic region. There are relatively high correlations between the MOC strength and surface air temperature in this Atmosphere Ocean Global Circulation Model (AOGCM) that might lead us to conclude that a prediction of temperature could be directly extracted by means of a simple linear relationship from a deterministic prediction of the strength of the MOC. Such diagnostic approaches to assessing potential predictability are however limited, as they do not take into account the possible chaotic nature of the coupled atmosphere ocean system. What is clear is that, for the AOGCM used in this study, there is a link between MOC strength and surface climate.
Method
[4] As in previous studies Bryan, 1997a, 1997b; Grötzner et al., 1999] , the predictability of THC variations is studied using a ''perfect model'' or ''perfect ensemble'' approach. By perturbing the initial conditions of an AOGCM and measuring the spread of initially near-by model trajectories, the limit of first-kind or initial condition predictability may be assessed. We update previous studies by performing perfect ensemble experiments with an AOGCM (HadCM3 -the 3rd version of the Hadley Centre Couple Model [Gordon et al., 2000; Pope et al., 2000; Collins et al., 2001] ) that has significantly higher resolution in both the ocean (1.25°Â 1.25°in the horizontal and 20 levels in the vertical) and the atmosphere (3.75°Â 2.5°l ongitude-latitude grid with 19 hybrid vertical levels). In addition to this increase in resolution, the model does not use artificial flux corrections to keep the model surface climate stable. The experiments represent an upper limit of the predictability characteristics based on having a perfect model and perfect initial conditions. While this situation is never likely to be achieved in practice, perfect ensemble studies are useful in identifying the potential for climate predictability that may, one day, be realized through the development of operational systems.
[5] We perform 3 ensemble experiments each with 9 members for lead times of 20 years. The base experiment for the ensembles is the 2000-year control run of HadCM3 which has no variations in radiative forcing from e.g. increasing greenhouse gasses. The experiments start from years 591, 634 and 641 respectively -sufficiently far into the integration to be free of any spin-up effects. Predictability may arise if the ensemble spread is smaller than one GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH LETTERS, VOL. 30, NO. 6, 1306 , doi:10.1029 /2002GL016504, 2003 Copyright 2003 by the American Geophysical Union. 0094-8276/03/2002GL016504$05.00 would expect by chance or if the ensemble mean of the experiment is significantly shifted with respect to climatology, resulting in biases in the probability of e.g. warmer temperatures. We use a simple measure of ensemble spread, the root mean squared error (RMSE), as more complex verification measures require large ensemble sizes. Potential noise in the RMSE scores is however reduced by selecting each ensemble member in turn as the ''truth'' and by testing for statistical significance [Collins, 2002] . While probabilistic verification scores can reveal subtle variations in the true value of a forecast, the RMSE is a robust zeroth-order measure of skill. While the ensemble size is rather small in comparison with e.g. operational ensemble weather prediction [Molteni et al., 1996] , the study does involve 480 years of AOGCM simulation for the ensemble experiments and 2000 years of control simulation.
Results
[6] A commonly used measure of the strength of the THC is the maximum of the meridional overturning circulation (MOC) streamfunction. This is a useful measure in e.g. studies of the THC response to increasing greenhouse gases [Cubash and Meehl, 2001] but is problematic when examining interannual-decadal THC variations as part of the variability in the transport is forced by essentially unpredictable changes in surface wind stress and associated Ekman transport. The Ekman transport per unit length at any given latitude is simply the wind stress divided by the product of the coriolis parameter and a reference density and can easily be subtracted from the calculated total ocean transport at each latitude. In order to examine annual mean values of THC strength we define the MOC index as the total transport minus the Ekman at the fixed latitude of 45°N and depth of 670 m, which is the location of the climatological maximum in this model.
[7] The experiments reveal that variations in the MOC are potentially predictable on decadal time scales (Figure 2 ) and the predictability is greater than can be explained by simple damped persistence. There are clear initial condition dependent or state-dependent variations in predictability. For ensemble experiment 1, there is low ensemble spread for 10-15 years into the experiment coupled with a significant bias in the sign of the MOC strength towards stronger than average overturning. Ensemble 2 also shows low ensemble spread on decadal time scales but in this case, the center of mass of the ensemble suggests an average strength MOC. Ensemble 3 shows the longest lead-time predictability, for the full 20 years of the experiment, both in terms of a low ensemble spread (small error growth) and a bias towards stronger than average overturning. For this ensemble, none of the individual members have a weaker than average MOC highlighting a high (potential) predictability situation.
[8] While previous studies studies Bryan, 1997a, 1997b; Grötzner et al., 1999] found similar predictability limits for THC variations, they found little impact or predictability of surface climatic variables that may be relevant for society. One of the key results of this study is that for these experiments we do see significant predictability of surface variables. Decadal mean SSTs and surface air temperatures (SATs - Figure 3 ) have low ensemble spread over much of the North Atlantic Ocean region for the first decade of all the experiments. Crucially there is also significantly low ensemble spread of SAT over land regions of Western Europe for the first decade of experiments 1 and When the ensemble spread is smaller that this range, MOC variations are potentially predictable. Lower row: The Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) for each of the three ensemble experiments (thick black lines). The control RMSE is shown as the horizontal line and represents the level at which the RMSE saturates implying no potential predictability. Black dots indicate that the ensemble RMSE is statistically smaller than the control RMSE at the 95% level based on a F-test with 8 degrees of freedom (a parsimonious choice in order to minimize the chance of incorrectly identifying a low RMSE). The dashed line shows the RMSE for an autoregressive process of order one (AR1), with coefficients fitted from the control MOC.
2 (and to a lesser extent, experiment 3) and a somewhat larger region of low ensemble spread for the second decade of experiment 2.
[9] As stated above, a shift in the mean of the ensemble can also be useful for prediction. Ensemble experiments 1 and 3 show an increase in the probability of warmer temperatures over much of the North Atlantic and Western Europe in the first decade and experiment 2 shows a reduction in the probability of warm temperatures (and thus an increase in the probability of cooler temperatures) over a large land region (Figure 4) . The different flavours of predictability seen in the MOC predictability are also evident in SAT predictability, although the correspondence between the MOC predictability and SAT predictability are not one-to-one. There are time lags in the system (see Figure  1 ) and also non-linearities that limit the direct relation of predictability in the two variables. This highlights the relative weakness of purely diagnostic approaches to the assessment of potential predictability in comparison to the perfect ensemble approach used here. Stratifying decadal means by season (e.g. the average of 10 winters) gives similar results although the signal is less clear and the ensemble spread is not as small.
[10] The potential predictability of society-relevant variations in SAT may be further highlighted by examining PDFs of regionally averaged land quantities (Figure 5) , fitted by assuming a Gussian distribution and computing the mean and standard deviation of the 9 ensemble members. For experiments 1 and 3, despite the fact that the ensemble spread of Western European land temperatures is close to climatological ensemble spread, the shift of the mean towards higher temperatures would result in a significant bias in e.g. the probability of cold temperatures and frosts. For experiment 2, the low ensemble spread for two decades into the future and slight shift towards colder conditions, results in a significant reduction in the probability of e.g. relatively warmer temperatures. As an example of the quantitative probabalistic forecasts that might be extracted from such real-world ensemble predictions, the probabilities of decadal mean SAT for land, averaged in the region 10W-15E, 35N -60N, being in the warm tercile (the upper third of the PDF) in the first decade of experiments 1 and 3 are 50% and 51% respectively (i.e. higher than the 33% expected from chance) and for the first and second decades of experiment 2 are 14% and <1% respectively (lower than that expected by chance). A reliable forecast which said that ''the decadal mean SAT in a large region of Western Europe had a less than 1% chance of being significantly warmer than normal'' could be of considerable value to society. The verification of such probabilistic forecasts would require averaging over many such cases (real-world forecasts or perfect ensemble experiments) to gain a stable estimate of skill using e.g. Brier Scores [Katz and Murphy, 1997] so is not possible here. However, the ensemble mean and RMSE values for the predictability experiments do indicate that probabilistic verification measures would show significant skill.
[11] More analysis is required of the mechanisms of the predictability highlighted here, but a further ensemble of simulations ( Figure 6) show that, for one particular set of initial conditions, there is the potential for multi-decadal predictability of the strength of the MOC with ensemble members being relatively close together for up to 50 years into the experiment. The small ensemble size in this case (due to the lack of supercomputer time) precludes the computation of RMSE diagnostics for this experiment, but the indication is that such large potentially predictable variations in the strength of the MOC do have a significant impact on hemispheric-scale temperatures and tropical Atlantic rainfall [Vellinga and Wu, 2003 ].
Discussion
[12] It appears that the more physically realistic model (in terms of resolution and flux adjustment) used in this study in comparison with previous studies Bryan, 1997a, 1997b; Grötzner et al., 1999] of decadal THC fluctuations and their impact on climate shows that, while the estimates of the potential lead-time for predictions of THC strength are still generally of the order of a decade or two, these predictable variations do have a significant impact on the climate of Western Europe and therefore may be of economic and societal importance. Also, there are other areas of potential predictability highlighted in Figures  3 -4 , namely North Africa and northern South America, for which decadal forecasting may be possible. The existence of multi-decadal predictability seen in a further experiment also shows that there may be some points on the ''THC attractor'' at which the potential for predictability may be very much greater. In terms of any operational system for THC forecasting, the question of the relative value of such forecasts in relation to the cost of accurately monitoring the THC and developing and running operational prediction systems (which also account for changes in radiative forcing [Collins and Allen, 2002] ) needs to be addressed. 
